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R6sum&
La quantification du transfert de radionuc16ides entre les milieux de I’environnement presente un
inter~t considerable. Toutefois, dam de nombreux cas, la d6tection des concentrations de
radionuc16ides gamma peut constituer tout un d&l en raison de leurs faibles intensit6s clans les
kchantillons environnementaux.
En consi+quence, il est important d’61aborer des protocols
d’analyse pour assurer une analyse uniforme des zones sous pies faibles. L’&ude actuelle s’est
concentr6e sur la faqon de determiner Ies zones de pies ainsi que les r6f6rences reproductibles en
utilisant deux methodes analytiques. La premi&re m6thode, que l’on peut faire varier en utilisant
le logiciel Maestro, consiste a extraire les comptages nets sous une courbe saris adapter une
forme fonctionnelle au pie, tandis que la deuxibme m&hode, utilisee par la plupart des
programrnes d’adaptation de pies, determine les comptages nets provenant des spectres en
adaptant une forme gaussienne aux donn6es. On a constat& que la deuxi&me m6thode produit des
mesures de la zone de pic et des references plus uniformes, avec la capacit6 de d6convoluer des
pies multiples et se chevauchant. En outre, des programmed comme Peak Fit, que l’on peut
utiliser pour dormer une forme aux donrkes spectrales, donnent souvent des analyses
d’adaptation de bonne qualit6, t+tant donne que I’on peut d6cnre la forrne gaussienne en utilisant
l’6quation caract6ristique par rapport ~ laquelle on peut mettre a l’essai des donnees de pies quant
a leur importance statistique.
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Abstract
There is considerable interest in quanti&ing radionuclide transfer between environmental
compartments. However, in many cases, it can be a challenge to detect concentrations of
gamma-emitting radionuclides due to their low levels in environmental samples. As a result, it is
valuable to develop analytical protocols to ensure consistent analysis of the areas under weak
peaks. The current study has focused on testing how reproducibly peak areas and baselines can
be determined using two analytical approaches. The first approach, which can be carried out
using Maestro software, involves extracting net counts under a curve without fitting a functional
form to the peak, whereas the second approach, which is used by most other peak fitting
programs, determines net counts from spectra by fitting a Gaussian form to the data. It was
found that the second approach produces more consistent peak area and baseline measurements,
with the ability to deconvolute multiple, overlapping peaks. In addition, programs, such as Peak
Fit, which can be used to fit a form to spectral data, often provide goodness of fit analyses, since
the Gaussian form can be described using a characteristic equation against which peak data can
be tested for their statistical significance.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In many cases, environmental samples contain relatively low-levels of gamma-emitting
radionuclides. As a result, photopeaks are often weak and maybe difficult to analyze. With
increasing interest in quantifying radionuclide transfer between environmental compartments, it
is usefid to develop techniques to ensure consistent quantification of the areas under weak peaks
for environmental samples. Comparison of two methods of analysis of gamma-spectral data has
been performed to assess analytical repeatability when calculating the area under peaks. The first
method involves extraction of net counts under a curve without fitting a fictional
form to the
peak, and is embodied by Maestro 3.04 computer software (EG&G ORTEC, 1995), which is
often used as an interface between spectrometers and end-users (Figure 1, top panel). The
second method determines net counts from spectral data by fitting a Gaussian or other userspecified form to the peak. This latter method is utilized by most other analytical spectroscopy
programs, including Peak Fit 4.05 (SPSS Inc., 1995; Figure 1, bottom panel), which is available
in the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) Corporate Applications menu. The objective
of the current study was to test how consistently the areas under photopeaks in gamma-ray
spectra can be analyzed using the two approaches.

2.

ANALYTICAL

APPROACH

A FORTR4N program was written to transfer data between Maestro format and ASCII column
format so that peak fits could be compared between the two methods of peak area calculation
(i.e., with versus without using a fitting functional form to fit the data). The samples measured to
test the approach were typical environmental samples collected from Perch Lake (Chalk River,
Ontario), a dystrophic-eutrophic
Canadian Shield lake which is located downstream of two
Waste Management Areas on the property of AECL. Perch Lake receives small amounts of
gamma-emitters, including ‘37CSand ‘Co, from inflowing streams (e.g., Graham et al., 1997).
Naturally-occurring 4~ is also measurable in the samples.

3.

COMPARISON
OF GAMMA
VERSUS PEAK FIT

3.1

Calculation

SPECTRAL

ANALYSIS

of Net Peak Area and Fit Variability

USING MAESTRO

about the Peak

Historically, Maestro software has been used as an interface between gamma spectrometers and
end-users to count sample activities and to calculate the areas under peaks. In doing so,
end-users can manually or automatically identi~ “Regions of Interest” (ROI) representing
radionuclide peaks based on their energies of emission. Within the highlighted ROI, Maestro
determines the gross area under the peak without fitting a functional form to the data by adding
the number of counts in each of the individual channels comprising the ROI (EG&G ORTEC,
1995). Three channels are used by Maestro at each of the two extrema of the ROI to allow
calculation of background or baseline counts by the program (Figure 1; EG&G ORTEC, 1995).
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This background is then automatically subtracted from the gross counts in the main peak area to
provide the net counts under the peak ~ error (EG&G ORTEC, 1995).
Other programs, such as Peak Fit, calculate net peak area+ error by fitting a user-defined
fictional
form, such as a Gaussian form, to the data (SPSS Inc., 1995). With sufficient count
times, the main observed peak of a gamma-emitter should theoretically have a Gaussian shape,
with negligible contribution to the peak area by the tails of the curve (Knoll, 1979). However,
for samples containing gamma-emitters that are close to background activities, this is not always
the case, since radioactive decay of individual atoms is a random process (e.g., Figures 2 a and
3 a; Fnedlander et al., 1964). As a result, the fitting program must be able to fit a Gaussian curve
to noisy data when calculating the area under peaks that have near-background activities (e.g.,
Figure 2 b).
Although Maestro can calculate peak areas fairly consistently for strong peaks, peak backgrounds
can be underestimated or overestimated when peaks are weak (Figure 2 c and 3 b). This can be
problematic for radionuclides, such as 6“C0 and 137CS,which may only be present at low-levels if
they are detectable at all (Yankovich, 1999). ROI width definition can be difficult for these types
of samples, because for weak peaks it can be unclear where the peak ends and where the
background begins. Theoretically, this should not pose a problem, because by definition the
contribution to the overall area under the curve should approach zero in the tails of the peak.
However, slight differences in ROI width can cause relatively large variations in calculated peak
areas using Maestro (Figures 2 c and 3 b). This can potentially affect data interpretation, because
weak peaks are often not acknowledged by Maestro, unless the chosen sensitivity is so high that
numerous “extraneous” ROIS must be sorted through before data can be extracted (Figure 4).
In addition, the ROIS identified by Maestro are not always symmetrical about the centre-of-mass
of the peak, as they should be (e.g., Figure 5), making it necessary for end-users to be selective
about how the centre-of-mass has been identified. For example, Figure 5 depicts an ROI that
was automatically identified by Maestro. It is apparent that the extent of the tails is not
symmetrical about the centre-of-mass of the peak in this ROI, since the left tail extends visibly
fiu-ther than the right tail. The net area for this peak, as calculated by Maestro, is
1193+77 counts. If the ROI width is changed by up to 15 channels in total to make the ROI
appear more symmetrical, the net area can range from 973+59 to 1193+77 counts, depending
upon how the ROI has been identified. Therefore, the computer-generated ROI has
overestimated the peak area by up to 18.4°/0 in this case.
Unlike the results provided by Maestro, the net area under the curve that is calculated using the
Peak Fit program is independent of the ROI width, as one would expect (Figures 2 c and 3 b). In
addition, for Peak Fit, it appears that a slightly expanded fitting region maybe an advantage. For
example, Figures 2 c and 3 b show that the error surrounding the net peak area that has been
calculated by Peak Fit is higher for small ROI widths, but stabilizes as the ROI width is
increased. This is not surprising, as the error surrounding a fit should be stabilized up to a point
as more channels are integrated when determining the baseline, and since wider ROIS have more
counts. Unlike the errors calculated by Peak Fit, the errors provided by the Maestro program did
not stabilize, but tended to be variable with ROI width (Figures 2 c and 3 b).
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3.2

Determination

of Goodness

of Fit usinp the Peak Fit Prowam

In addition to simple calculation of the net peak area and its surrounding variability, it is
beneficial to understand how well a peak has been fit by the software, particularly for weaker
peaks. To address this, Peak Fit provides detailed statistical analyses indicating the goodness of
fit for each peak, and whether the peak area is significantly higher than the background (EG&G
ORTEC, 1995). Because Maestro does not fit functional forms to peaks, statistical analysis of
goodness of fit is not available using this program.
3.3

Peak Deconvolution

In some spectra or areas of a spectrum, peaks can be physically close together. For example, this
can occur for radionuclides with lower energies of emission (Figure 4), or for results fi-om older
spectrometers that have lower resolutions than newer models (Figure 6). This can be a clear
disadvantage when it is necessary to discern peaks that are close together, unless fitting software
can deconvolute peaks. Figure 4 a shows ROIS as identified by Maestro for radionuclides with
low energies of emission in a typical aquatic invertebrate sample (110) from Perch Lake. From
this figure, it is clear that Maestro is unable to deconvolute peaks that are physically close
together. Unlike Maestro, Peak Fit is able to deconvolute peaks and can reasonably fit the
baseline under them, even if the baseline is slanted. For example, Figure 4 b depicts the
deconvolution of the low-energy peaks that were shown in Figure 4a. Although it was not
possible for Maestro to distinguish the peaks, several overlapping peaks were identified and
measured by Peak Fit. The goodness of fit of the curve to the data points for these peaks can be
represented by the coefficient of determination, f, where a “perfect” fit would have an ~- value
of 10OOA.In this case, the ~-value is 97.7’%o,indicating that the fit of the curves to the data by
Peak Fit is almost perfect. Figure 6 shows the deconvolution of two ‘°Co peaks (1 173.15 and
1332.52 keV, respectively) by Peak Fit from a poor-resolution gamma spectrum. This sample
was measured using a different interface program than Maestro and could not be imported into
the program. Note that although the baseline is slanted, Peak Fit is able to fit the ‘°Co peaks and
the baseline with an ~-value of 98.9’?40(Figure 6). With peak fitting programs, it is also possible
to add in known constraints, such as the inherent resolution of the detector (i.e., peak width for a
given radionuclide), when fitting noisy peaks to improve the reproducibility of the results.

4.

PORTABILITY

OF SPECTRAL

DATA

In some cases, it is necessary to compare data that have been collected using different
Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA) emulation programs, and there are obvious advantages to using
the same software package to calculate the areas under the peaks for different sample files.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to import data from other programs into Maestro, making it
impossible to fit spectral data fi-om different sources in a standardized way using Maestro.
Therefore, a fbrther advantage of Peak Fit is its ability to import spectral data in ASCII format.
Despite its inability to import different types of spectral data, Maestro has the capability to
export data in ASCII format. As a result, with appropriate modifications in the structure of
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Maestro-generated ASCII files, it is possible to import the data into other peak fitting programs,
such as Peak Fit, for statistical analysis. This can be performed using the appended FORTRAN
program and the methodology that has been outlined in Appendices A and B.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

Although Maestro software is fairly usefid as an interface between gamma spectrometers and
end-users in the transmission of raw data, compared to Peak Fit it is limited in its analytical
capabilities and its portability. The greater variability of the results fi-om Maestro is due to:
i)

ii)

Its method of defining the background slope on the basis of only the three points at the
extrema of the ROI; this makes the slope dependent upon the exact channel where the
ROI is terminated.
The fact that it does not attempt to fit a functional form to the data. A Gaussian is a very
good approximation of the intrinsic response of the detector. A program that uses this
knowledge can effectively reduce the error in the extracted intensity. Maestro ignores
this information so that noisy data feed directly into noisy peak areas.

More powerfil programs, such as Peak Fit (SPSS Inc., 1995), exist that can be used to tabulate
the areas under curves for data tiom a variety of sources. Appended is a FORTRAN code and
methodology that can be used to transfer spectral data horn Maestro format to ASCII column
format (i.e., counts vs. Channel No.), so that it can be imported for analysis using more powerfid
fitting programs.
Using the technique and program provided in Appendix B along with Peak Fit (SPSS Inc., 1995),
it is possible to:
●

.
.
●

6.

more consistently calculate net areas and baselines for weak peaks;
understand the strength and goodness of peak fits;
deconvolute multiple peaks for analysis, when necessary; and
use a standardized method and software package to analyze spectra originating from different
interface programs and formats.
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Figure 1: Major differences in peak area and background estimation procedures by
Maestro 3.04 (top panel) versus Peak Fit 4.0.5 (bottom panel).
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Figure 2 c: Comparison of calculated peak areas and background counts for 137CSin a
typical aquatic invertebrate sample from Perch Lake (Sample ID: 11O) with changes in
width of fitted region.
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number of extraneous ROIS that have been identified by the software.
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Appendix A
Methodology for Spectral Data Transfer from
Maestro to Peak Fit for Statistical Analysis

L

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

II.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

ExDortinp Maestro Data to ASCII Format
Open the Maestro pro~am by double-clicking on the WINMCA.exe file name.
Open the Maestro file containing the gamma spectrum of interest.
Extend the view in Maestro to include all channels in the spectrum using the horizontal
adjustment for the display (Figure Al).
Clear all ROIS from view on the Maestro spectrum, if any have been assigned (Figure A2).
“Output” the spectrum to a * .TXT file using the FILE/PRINT command, ensuring that the
“Output to File” box has been checked (Figure A3).
Type in the ASCII file name (e.g., filemmze.TXT) for export into another program. Note
that the same name can be used for the ASCII *.TXT file as was used for the Maestro
*.CHN file, since these files will have different extensions.

Usin~ the FORTRAN-based mozram.
ImDort into Peak Fit: Sinde Files

COL.exe. to Transfer Data from Maestro for

Type program code flom Appendix B into an ASCII editor and compile using FORTRAN
to create a file called COL.EXE.
Copy the file, COL.EXE, into the file folder containing the *.TXT ASCII files to be
reformatted. Note that COL.EXE was generated by compiling the code in Appendix B
using the Lahey FORTRAN 90 compiler.
In Microsoft Explorer, open the directory containing the *.TXT ASCII files to be
reformatted for input into Peak Fit or the desired peak fitting program.
Double-click on the COL.EXE file name to start the program.
The program will request the name of the Input file at this point. Type in the name of the
Input file, including the file extension (e.g., filenanze.TXT).
The program will request the name of the Output file, which it will create and which will
contain the spectral information in a form that can be directly read into Peak Fit and other
programs. Type in the name of the Output file (e.g., filename. OUT). Note that the same
name can be used for the Input and Output files, as long as a different file extension has
been used for each. It is recommended that the extension *. OUT be used for the Output file,
since the Input file has a *.TXT extension.
Close the COL.EXE program window if this does not occur automatically.
Import the *. OUT file into Peak Fit or the desired peak fitting program.
Refer to the Program Manual to determine how to calculate peak areas using the chosen
peak fitting program depending upon the desired application.
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III.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Usin~ the FORTW-based
rmowam. MULTICOL.exe.
Maestro for ImDort into Peak Fit: Multide Files

to Transfer Data from

Type program code from Appendix B into an ASCII editor and compile using FORTRAN
to create a file called MULTICOL.EXE.
Copy the file, MULTICOL.EXE, into the file folder containing the *.TXT ASCII files to be
reformatted. Note that MULTICOL.EXE was generated by compiling the code in Appendix
B using the Lahey FORTRAN 90 compiler.
Open the MS-DOS shell and go into the directory containing the *.TXT ASCII files to be
reformatted (from Maestro).
Create an ASCII file containing a list of all *.TXT ASCII files to be imported into Peak Fit by typing in “dir/B *. TXT >file2istASC’ (without the quotation marks). If you then type
“dir ‘.asc”, you can confirm that the new file has been created. By typing “type
jUelisti4SC’, you can confirm that this new file contains a list of all *.TXT ASCII files to
be imported into Peak Fit. Please note that you can not use the TXT extension for the Input
file (i.e., ‘filelist.AX’”), because it will include itself in the file list and hang the program
up. Also, you can use any name for this Input file, as long as its root is <8 characters in
length.
In Microsoft Explorer, open the directo~ containing the list of *.TXT ASCII files to be
reformatted for input into Peak Fit or the desired peak fitting program.
Double-click on the MULTICOL.EXE file name to start the program.
The program will request the name of the Input file at this point. Type in the name of the
Input file, including the file extension (e.g., fileli.st.ASC). Please note that unlike the
COL.EXE program, the MULTICOL.EXE program will not request the name of the Output
files, but will automatically create an *.OUT file corresponding to each *.TXT in the list of
files requiring modification. These *.OUT files can then be directly imported into Peak Fit
or other spectral-fitting programs.
Close the MULTICOL.EXE program window if this does not occur automatically.
Individually import each *.OUT file into Peak Fit or the desired peak fitting program.
Refer to the Program Manual to determine how to calculate peak areas using the chosen
peak fitting program depending upon the desired application.
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Figure A2: “Clear A//” ROIS from the Maestro spectrum (if any have been assigned).

Figure A3 a: “B-zrzt”data from gamma spectrum to an ASCII file.
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Appendix B
FORTRAN Code for the Program to Transfer Data
from Maestro to Peak Fit for Analysis

I.

FORTRAN

Code for Analvsis of Sinvle Files

c FORTRAN Code for Data Transfer from Maestro to Peak Fit for Single File Analysis
CHARACTER*8O junker,inn,outt
CHARACTER*7 jj
INTEGER a(12)
WR.ITE(6,*)’Enter Input File: ‘
READ(5,’(a)’)inn
WRITE(6,*)’Enter Output File: ‘
read (5,’(a)’)outt
0PEN(9,FILE=inn,Form=’formatted’,STATUS=’old’)
OPEN(1 O,FILE=outt,STATUS=’unknown’,FORM=’formatted’)
READ(9,’(a)’)junker
READ(9,’(a)’)juriker
WRITE(10,’(a)’)junker
READ(9,’(a)’)junker
WRITE(10,’(a)’)junker
READ(9,’(a)’)junker
WRITE(10,’(a)’)junker
do WHILE (true.)
READ(9,10)jj,(a(i),i=l
do 20j=l,12
WRITE(lO,*)a(j)
20
end do
end do
10

format(a,12i10)

end

,12)
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II.

FORTRAN

Code for Analvsis of MultiDle Files

c FORTRAN Code for Data Transfer from Maestro to Peak Fit for Multiple File Analysis
* Mfile must be created by dos command of type: “dir/B *files > mile”
* For Lahey F90 compiler, bind distributed version with “lf90 multicol.for -bind”
CHARACTER*8O junker,prefix,inn,outt,mfile
CHARACTER*7 jj
INTEGER a(12)
WRITE(6,*)’Name

of file containing list of files to convert: ‘
!file containing input filenames

READ(5,’(a)’)mfile

OPEN(7,FILE=mfile,FORM='forrnatted',STATUS='old')
do WHILE (true.)

!keep reading files until there are no more

READ(7,’(a)’,END=9999)prefix

!input file name

inn=prefix
do i=l,80
if(yrefix(i :i).eq.’.’)ilen=i
end do

!prefix now keeps the prefix

outt=prefix(l

!ou~ h= different suffix

:ilen)//’out’

OPEN(9,FILE=inn,Form='fonnatted',STATUS='old',ERR=9999)
OPEN(1 O,FILE=outt,STATUS=’unlmown’,FORM=’foxmatted’)
!junker reads through and holds garbage
READ(9,’(a)’)junker
READ(9,’(a)’)junker
WRITE(lO,’(a)’)junker
READ(9,’(a)’)junker
WRITE(lO,’(a)’)junker
READ(9,’(a)’)junker
WRITE(lO,’(a)’)junker
do WHILE (true.)
READ(9,10,END=55

)jj ,(a(i),i=l, 12)

!read the usefil numbers
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do 20j=l,12
WRITE(lO,*)a(j)
20
enddo
end do
55

CLOSE(9)

10

format(a,12i10)
END do

9999

end

!~te

out in useful format
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